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Regeneration news at Eastbrook Hall

Historic Building Opened
by Prince Charles
Just days after celebrating his 60th birthday Prince Charles came to
Bradford to re-open the historic Eastbrook Hall, keeping a promise he
made in 2001 when he visited Little Germany.

3	Prince Charles opens stunning
landmark in Bradford

Welcome...
Welcome to the first edition of Inspired
Neighbourhoods, the new magazine of the inspired
neighbourhood organisation, the Regen 2000
Association Community Interest Company. If you live,
work or spend leisure time in Bradford 3, then this is
your neighbourhood and this magazine is definitely
for you. Building on the success of Regen 2000 we aim
to make you feel inspired to do something and more
importantly to know that you can do it right here in your
neighbourhood.
The magazine is packed with features and articles
about real people making a difference in this area. People
who are ‘doing it’ whatever that is, to make a difference
here in Bradford 3.
This first edition features stories about people and
organisations inspired to make a difference, people
improving local health and education, building schools
and improving knowledge. People inspired to help
families, help improve community cohesion and excel in
sport. People inspired to tackle local issues and improve
Bradford 3 for everyone. Also people inspired to take
a look at our local history and what the area means to
them. We also feature the Inspired Neighbourhoods
board, where councilor Jeanette Sunderland, Chair of
the Board, and Nasim Qureshi, the board’s Director
Regeneration and Neighbourhoods tell us of their vision
for the future and what inspires them.
So whether you want to read about other people’s
success stories, find out how you can get involved, or
simply discover what is going on in your neighbourhood,
this is the magazine for you. Please email any stories to
nasimqureshi@inspiredneighbourhoods.co.uk.
We will be publishing it quarterly, so that is plenty
of time to think about what type of stories you want
covering, whether it’s about young people’s success,
business achievements, or what is happening to improve
housing or the area’s environment, this is the magazine
for you.
Kind regards,
Nasim Qureshi, Inspired Neighbourhoods
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This year has seen no let up in his success.
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I t allows the younger generation to not only
connect with their seniors but also to get an
understanding for the area which they live.

In 2006 he was 4th nationally in his class
and nominated the best rookie. In 2007 and
this year he finished 2nd in class overall, a
remarkable achievement

have many Asian families who have a white
7	We
volunteer and vice versa and that is how it should
be. We are all in the same boat struggling to get by
in what can be a testing world.

independent evaluation of the former Regen
8	An
2000 programme concluded the project has gone
well, far better that other programmes around the
country.

proves people do care about their
13	This
community and want to help improve health
at a grassroots level.

need to let them see police in a different light
16	We
and a friendlier environment. This will help us
break down any old stereotypes and ensure that
we are approachable to all.
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The 104 year old Methodist mission hall
was hailed in it’s time as having one the finest
carved facades of any building in Bradford.
A major fire all but destroyed the building in
1996. Prince Charles re-opened the refurbished
building on the 24th November.
As president of The Prince’s Regeneration
Trust, Prince Charles encouraged his charity to
get involved in Little Germany’s regeneration
after his visit 2001 when many buildings in
Little Germany were disused, and the Grade II
listed Eastbrook hall was in a derelict state.
The Prince, known for his outspoken
views on modern architecture is said to be
delighted by the completed rebuild, which
involved partnerships with Bradford Centre
Regeneration, English Partnerships, Bradford
City Council, Regen 2000, Yorkshire Forward
and Aldersgate Estates, and at a cost over £12
million.
The refurbishment meant retaining the
impressive façade. The inner building badly
damaged in the fire, has been replaced with
72 luxury apartments and over 800 square
meters of retail space. The rebuild was not
without its challenges. The façade had to be
completely rebuilt which meant taking down
and numbering each and every stone. The final
work on the project took 3 years and utilised
the skills of traditional craftsmen such as in
stonemasons and glaziers.
The Prince’s Regeneration Trust have
been keeping a keen eye on developments Ros
Kerslake, chief executive of the trust, said:
“His Royal Highness is a passionate proponent
of the effective regeneration of redundant
and underused heritage sites and his visit
demonstrates his unfailing support for this kind
of project.”
The building, at one point under threat
of complete demolition, was also praised by
Maud Marshall, chief executive of Bradford
Centre Regeneration who said: “The official
opening of Eastbrook Hall marks the end of
the painstaking restoration of this outstanding
building through a unique public and private
sector partnership.”
Tony Marsh, director of Aldersgate Estates,

and owner of Eastbrook Hall, said: “The
opening marks the end of a journey and is an
event everyone who has been involved in the
project, and the people of Bradford, should be
proud of.”
Initial soundings from Bradford people and
those living and working near the hall is one of
delight and satisfaction at a job well done. The
completion of the hall puts a finishing touch to
much of the regeneration in the area and shows
that Bradford 3 is fast becoming the place to
be, a fact quickly recognised by Mohammed
Manscha, a local entrepreneur who hopes to
open his shop ‘Xanadu 1816’ at the front of the
hall on Leeds Road soon. “I wanted to combine
a traditional barbers’ shop with a contemporary
spa and therapy treatments. As soon as the
scaffolding went up I knew this was the place
for me, traditional and newly refurbished, the
gateway to the city centre.”
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Community news

INTER
FAITH
GROUP

The Anchor Project

A small group of people from
the Sikh, Hindu, Christian
and Muslim faiths have been
meeting in BD3 to see how they
can work together and grow to
understand each other better.
The group is meeting again on Wednesday 14th
January 2009 (6pm) at St Clements Church on
Barkerend Road when they will be talking about
why inter faith dialogue is so important.
For more information please contact Indi at
the Anchor Project on 01274 743054

Off To A Flyer!
The 44F (City of Bradford) Squadron is producing a
special commemorative booklet to celebrate their 70th
Anniversary in January 2009.
They are the only remaining founding
Squadron in the South & West Yorkshire
Wing, hence the letter “F” as founder
after the Squadrons number. Only fifty
squadrons were founded in 1938 (ADCC)
of which Bradford 44F was one of.

“This is something the Squadron is
immensely proud of,” explained Press
Officer Yaseen Rahman.
For more details visit www.44f.org.uk

News Shorts
Bradford’s primary schools will be
leading the way in a UK-wide initiative
involving over 3,000 children to help
combat childhood obesity. St Columba’s
Catholic Primary School became the
first in the area to take part in the new
initiative, called Activ-eat, developed
for schools by health and care company
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Bupa. The initiative, which encourages
children aged six to nine to learn about
healthy eating and exercise in a fun and
memorable way, comes amid growing
concerns over childhood obesity in the
UK, with one in four children starting
school overweight or obese.

PC Clegg
leading the field

Cop Speeds
To Success
When local police officer, Dominic Clegg
(24) is not pounding the Bradford Moor beat
he concentrates on his other passion, racing
powerful Ducati Motorcycles, in legal off road
circuit racing of course! PC Clegg is the holder
of a UK Auto-Cycle Union licence authorising
him to compete in UK motorcycle racing. He
specialises in the Desmodue Championship,
which began in 2005, and exclusively caters for
one make motorcycle racing, the iconic Italian
made air-cooled 2-valve Ducati twin-cylinder
engine produced since 1992. There are two
classes in the race, the 618cc fuel injected version,
and Dominic’s preferred machine the 583cc
carburetor version.
Dominic, who has been racing motorcycles
competitively since 2005 regularly features on
the leader board as the competition season tours
some of the country’s legendary and challenging
racing circuits. This year has seen no let up in
his success. In 2006 he was 4th nationally in his
class and nominated the best rookie. In 2007
and 2008 he has finished 2nd in class overall, a
remarkable achievement.
But getting this far has not been without
its drama’s. 2008 started well for Dominic at
Mallory park, but at Oulton, Dominic was forced
onto the grass at high speed. This was nothing
compared to what happened at Pembrey circuit in
South Wales. ‘I was involved in a horrifying crash
with another rider. I was knocked unconscious
and taken to hospital. I still have no recollection
of the crash only that I tipped into left hand bend
and then waking up in hospital.’
The crash did impact on Dominic’s nerve as
he continued through the season, so finishing
2nd in class is an exceptional result.
Dominic said, ‘I really enjoy racing but
couldn’t do it at this level with the sponsors who
I would like to thank, Viva Moto, Westerby’s
Motorcycles, Hire and Hire and Shane Kenny
Photography.’
So next time a police officer stops you for
speeding you never know he might just know
what high speed is all about.

Anchors Away!!
Launched in July 2004 as a way of making the church more
engaged and interactive with their local community, the Anchor
Project is having a positive impact on the lives of hundreds of
people from different faiths and backgrounds.
Project co-ordinator Christy Bischoff has
just completed an enjoyable year helping to
cement the Anchor Project’s roots within the
BD3 area and she looks back on her experiences
with affection.
“We have three main focuses with the
Anchor Project,” explained Christy “covering
the environment, young families and older
people with the overarching objectives of
incorporating inter faith and inter-generational
approaches into our activities where possible.
“In terms of the environment we’ve made
terrific progress and run a successful annual
gardening competition. This initiative started
in 2004 and July 2008 saw the fourth annual
BD3 garden competition which was lots of fun
and attracted nearly 50 entrants. On the back
of that a gardening club is beginning to take
root which is open to anyone in the area who
wants to know more about gardening, meet
others with the same interest or to share their
own gardening ideas and experiences.
The Anchor Project is an active member
of ORBE (Otley Road and Barkerend
Environment Project). Through this the
Anchor Project is able to support work with
other local organisations to help clear up
overgrown areas and improve allotments,”
added Christy. A community allotments group
is also on the agenda and most encouragingly
of all is that participation in all schemes mirrors
the cultural diversity of Barkerend and other
parts of BD3.When it comes to young families

the Anchor Project is delivering a tangible
and valuable array of initiatives including a
busy parent and toddler group that meets on
Thursdays at the church (9.30am-11.30am)
“The group is growing all the time and
developing its own path,” added Christy “which
is exactly what we want as it is those involved
with such schemes that should drive it forward.
“A good example is that they are planning
a Christmas party with a ‘bring a grandparent’
theme that fits perfectly with our intergenerational objective,” added Christy.
Indeed it is the inter-generational work that
has put the Anchor Project on the map with
schemes in BD3 that see older people talking
with local school children about the history of
the area and launching educational projects as
a result.
“It allows the younger generation to not
only connect with their seniors but also to get
an understanding for the area which they live.
“BD3 has a fascinating and interesting
history that encompasses a wide range of faiths
and backgrounds and we have to spread the
knowledge of the past in order to build a better
future” added Christy.
The Anchor Project also runs a very popular
older people’s lunch club on Monday’s with
around 25 regular attendees benefiting from a
delicious hot meal and the conviviality of good
company for just £2.50.
“Members of the lunch club have been
encouraged to meet other older people of

different faiths and backgrounds to themselves.
This has involved visits to other groups in the
area including the Hindu temple, Karmand
Centre and Community Works as well as
welcoming those people to visit St Clement’s.
“This has provided much needed
opportunities for people to ask questions and
learn from the many belief systems that exist”
she explained.
The Anchor Project is an active member of
the BD3 Phase 3 Partnership which employs
two outreach workers that focus on building
up connections with isolated older people
who for one reason or another have become
dislocated from their community. Other
innovations include becoming part of a new
partnership aimed at helping members of the
EU community recently moved in to BD3 and
working together with people of other faiths
through the BD3 Faith Group.
Christy summed up her time at the Anchor
Project perfectly “From day one I’ve had faith
in the people of BD3 and I’ve witnessed with
my own eyes the barriers coming down time
and again.
“If we all want to build a more friendly and
understanding society then schemes such as the
Anchor Project will play a vital part,” concluded
Christy.
It seems that the wood carved anchors that
adorn the ceiling of St Clements Church are
more than a fitting metaphor for the solid and
lasting progress made in BD3 over the past 4
and a half years.
For more information contact the
Anchor Project on 01274 743054 or email:
info@anchorproject.org.uk
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Getting to know
our local police
Firstly, boundary changes means that all
Bradford 3 is under one police division –
Bradford South. Previously the area was split
between two local command areas and this was
not always effective.
Secondly, the introduction of Local
Neighbourhood Policing teams, a national
government initiative hugely supported by the
Forces’ Chief Constable Sir Norman Bettison,
means that Bradford 3 now has its own local
policing team led by Inspector Tim Done.
Paul Hepworth, head of Local Policing at
Bradford South, who has worked in Bradford
most of his career, explained some of the
motivation for change. ‘We have put in local
Bobbies, who know the local area to work with
local people. These are police officers supported
by Police Community Support Officers (PCSO’s)
who get to know everyone, find out what’s
going on, and increase the level of community
information we receive to enable us to tackle and
get to grips with local issues and problems.’
Paul is keen to ensure that local policing
meets the needs of the people in Bradford Moor
and also that the police work with other partners
to keep the peace.
One good example is the recent
Neighbourhood Policing operation which ran
over the Bonfire period in the Barkerend and
Bradford Moor areas. This saw a dramatic
reduction in damage and antisocial behaviour
compared with previous years and a drop in

Big changes have taken place in the way
the local police deliver their services.
Two initiatives have been introduced
aimed at improving the service Bradford 3
gets from its local police.

the number of incidents reported to the Police.
Officers noted a 32% reduction in damage
and antisocial behaviour and a 55% drop in
the number of incidents reported. The Fire
Service, who were also involved in the initiative,
experienced a 44% reduction in the number of
deliberate fires and twice as many requests as
normal for free fire safety surveys.
West Yorkshire Police, West Yorkshire Fire
& Rescue and Bradford Council all worked
together alongside voluntary organisations and
local religious leaders to provide information
and reassurance around the bonfire period.
A series of neighbourhood sweeps took place,

providing residents with advice about the placing
of bonfires, clearing of rubbish and the behaviour
of youths. Local Imams and Councillors
accompanied Police patrols and Fire crews
during the bonfire period to address antisocial
behaviour.
Inspector Tim Done - from Barkerend
and Bradford Moor Neighbourhood Policing
Team said: "The multi-agency approach showed
locals that different organisations were working
together to reduce instances of antisocial
behaviour. It is important that locals know we
are addressing their concerns and by working
together we can help reduce crime."

Our People Profile:
Chief Inspector
Paul Hepworth
Favourite gadget
Blackberry

Favourite author
John Grisham

T shirt slogan
“It’s good to talk”

Learn to prosper!
Inspired Neighbourhoods are
working with Inkopo to produce
a Locality Plan to guide its
economic regeneration work over
the next few years.
We will be talking to schools, public
agencies, businesses, councillors and the
community to gather ideas for projects that
will stimulate education, employment and
economic activity.
We are looking for ways to improve
achievements in schools so that all leavers
have better opportunities finding a job.
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Making more use of school facilities through
schemes like this is important - we need your
suggestions to further improve these schemes.
We want to get parents, community
and businesses involved in local schools and
improve access to training for all residents.
We need to encourage new businesses
to start-up and to help successful businesses
move here and grow, by training and
taking on more staff. If you are a budding
entrepreneur or a successful business manager,
please come along with your ideas.
Meetings with key stakeholder
organisations are taking place now and the
community will have opportunity to join

the consultation process in January and
February. Look out for updates on
www.inspiredneighbourhoods.co.uk.

A Helping Hand For
Young Families
Every community should have its own Home-Start!
Diane Hanwell, Admin Manager for HomeStart Bradford, runs a busy office at The
Thornbury Centre that aims to provide support
and friendship for families.
Home-Start is a family support charity
that was established in 1973 by a health visitor
in Leicester. It has since grown into a national
organisation that offers a number of schemes
that gives thousands of families a helping
hand through the early stages of parenthood.
Home-Start Bradford is a local scheme covering
Bradford North, West and South
Diane explained “Our major initiative is
a befriending scheme that places volunteers
with families who have at least one child under
the age of five regardless of their background
or circumstances. Many of our referrals are
by health visitors, though referrals can come
from any organisation. Families can even refer
themselves.
“It’s a great opportunity for mothers to get
back into the world of work as well as giving
young families a reliable individual committed
to helping them through what can be difficult
times”, added Diane who has been with HomeStart in BD3 since 2000.
The Thornbury Centre office deals with
over 100 volunteers and so far this year has
assisted over 110 families. In 07-08 Home-Start
volunteers supported nearly 150 families and

over 370 children. Diane is part of a team of
six, with three Family and Volunteer Coordinators who work out in the community,
an Admin Assistant and Melanie RobertsSaunders, the Scheme Manager.
“We are always on the look out for
volunteers and have recruited over 50 this year
alone. There is no limit to age in fact we have a
befriender who is 78 years old and been on our
books for three years.
“Both volunteers and families reflect the
diversity of the area with a 50-50 spilt between
whites and Asians and we always encourage
inter-community links.
“We have many Asian families who have

a white volunteer and vice versa and that is
how it should be. We are all in the same boat
struggling to get by in what can be a testing
world” added Diane whose organisation relies
on a variety of sources of funding with a
portion from Bradford Council and Bradford
and Airedale PCT.
The faces of the many children unwrapping
their presents, donated from all types of
commercial and community organisations, at
the annual December bash sum up perfectly
the advantages that Home-Start can offer the
BD3 community.
For more details about Home-Start UK ring
01274 666711 or visit www.home-start.org.uk

Staying In Contact
Contact a Family is the only UK-wide
charity providing advice, information and
support for the parents of all disabled children
- no matter what their condition or disability.
The charity also puts parents in contact
with others whose child has the same
condition so they can benefit from their
mutual support and understanding.
Srabani Sen, Chief Executive of Contact
a Family, said: “Across the UK a child is
diagnosed with a severe disability every
25 minutes. Although some children need
hospital care, 98% of disabled children live at
home with a parent or other family member

who may not have expected to be in this
position but who has quickly had to become
an expert.”
Contact a Family runs a national
freephone helpline, holds events and
workshops for parents and families and
produces a medical directory with information
on over 1,000 disabilities and rare conditions.
Contact a Family also provides local
support to families with disabled children
through its network of Family Support
Workers and Volunteer Parent Representatives
based across the UK. Rifat Parveen is the
Family Support Worker for South Asian

communities in Bradford and is available
to give support and advice on all aspects of
raising a disabled child.
She said: “Families with disabled children
in Bradford face the same challenges as they
do in other parts of the UK. When a parent
learns that their child has a disability they feel
isolated and alone because they don’t know
anyone else facing the same problems. They
want contact with others to share experiences
and they want information and advice to help
them plan the best future for their family.”
For more information visit the website
www.cafamily.org.uk
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Ahead of the race

Inspired To Make
A Difference
The ‘Inspired Neighbourhoods’ magazine takes its title
from the trading name of the Regen 2000 Association
Community Interest Company Ltd., which has been set
up to continue the work of the former Regen 2000 in
Bradford 3, now that the Single Regeneration Budget
programme (SRB6) in the area has come to an end.
Inspired Neighbourhoods spoke to
Councillor Jeanette Sunderland, Chair of the
Inspired Neighbourhoods board, and Nasim
Qureshi, the board’s Director Regeneration and
Neighbourhoods to find out more.
We wanted to know what the new
company, Inspired Neighbourhoods is all
about, and what benefits the area has received
from the Regen 2000 initiative.
Jeanette explained that the Regen board,
which spent £28 million during its 8 year
lifespan, did not simply want to close down
when the programme recently ended, as many
similar projects have done, but wanted to
continue shaping the area’s future. The initial
8

£28 million enabled a total of £150 million to
be spent on regeneration in the community. The
Inspired Neighbourhoods Company intends to
continue that work through the not for profit
company. Jeanette Sunderland explained,
‘That’s not to say the company won’t make
profits, it will, but they will be reinvested back
into the work of Inspired Neighbourhoods.’
Nasim explained, ‘There are still projects
ongoing which we want to support and they
too will bring in extra benefits to the area.’ He
mentioned the city centre Westfield Shopping
Centre development, and the business start
up ‘incubation’ centre at Laisterdyke as well
as projects involving Housing, and Inland

Revenue, which continue to roll forward
into the future and which the Inspired
Neighbourhoods board want to influence.
The Bradford 3 area was chosen to
receive this funding because it ranked as
one of the worst 10 areas in the country for
depravation. ‘There is still much work be
done,’ acknowledged Jeanette, ‘while £28
million might seem a lot of money, it is a
small amount compared with the money the
public services, Education, Health, Housing,
Council and Police spend on delivering their
services here each month, that is why Inspired
Neighbourhoods wants to continue.
Nasim is quick to point out the good work
that the former Regen 2000 delivered, and
Jeanette says the programme has now raised
aspirations and expectations in the area. ‘We
have moved the community and the area from
one where a ‘dependency culture’ dominated,
to one where communities are now more
empowered and are now demanding more from
service providers. In effect the community
is becoming more middle class.’ Originally
targeting improvements in business, health

housing and education, Jeanette said the
agenda has moved on and today the Inspired
Neighbourhoods Board wanted to do more
about the physical regeneration of the area,
to improve housing, and social conditions in
Bradford 3.
Jeanette Sunderland is a seasoned local
Councillor, leader of the Lib Dem group at City
Hall. Her ward is not in Bradford 3, so why
did she want to get involved in the regeneration
initiative 8 years ago? ‘I initially got involved
because they needed a Liberal Democrat on
board, we also recognised how challenging the
work would be, and we were determined to
try and get things right. Now I am involved
I love it. It was a community I knew little
about, and this presented a great opportunity.
I love the people who live and work here. I like
drawing people together, from my own area in
Bradford North and here in Bradford 3. Also,
the challenge in this area of working with the
white and the predominantly Pakistani heritage
non-white community.
Nasim pointed out that the area is
important for the city, anything that happens
here, good or bad, impacts on the whole
district. Nasim joined because he had worked
in regeneration earlier in Holme Wood. A
career change had taken him away from
regeneration work. ‘I needed something that
gave me a kick and there is nothing better than
regeneration work.’
An independent evaluation of the former
Regen 2000 programme concluded the project
has gone well, far better than other programmes
around the country. Nasim explained that gave
Inspired Neighbourhoods a positive legacy to
build on. What the board were now looking at
was ‘Locality Plans’. ‘These local plans would
help inform the Inspired Neighbourhoods 5
to 10 year master plans and are intended to
ensure local people have a say in what they want
prioritising, in education, housing and their
local environment.’
One other important area of work is the
regeneration of the corridor linking Bradford
with Leeds. Nasim explained, ‘obviously this
area sits in the middle of the work of a new
group, the Leeds Bradford Partnership, and we
want to make sure our interests are represented.’
This new partnership, independent of Inspired
Neighbourhoods will be looking at transport
and regeneration along the corridor from
Bradford city centre to Leeds city centre.
Which brought us onto the proposed
Westfield Shopping Centre in Bradford city
centre, a project supported by the former Regen
2000 programme, which is now experiencing
difficulties? Jeanette was forthright. She
explained that Westfield build shopping centres
“they don’t do regeneration, but in terms of the
trading conditions we see now, Westfield face a

tough time. I’ve issued a challenge to Westfield.
Now we are in a different trading environment
Westfield could use Bradford to demonstrate
what a company can do to help with the city’s
regeneration. They need to move up a gear.
Presently I do not think that Westfield fully
understand the issues, but if they want to carry
on making black and white televisions, well we
all know what happened to people who made
black and white televisions. I think they have
a need to get a better handle on how they can
help regenerate our city.”
The interview finished on a positive note.
There is no denying the passion and enthusiasm

of the Inspired Neighbourhoods board, boosted
by an excellent evaluation of the former Regen
2000 programme, and determined that the
good work continues, Inspired Neighbourhoods
will be working hard to make a difference here
in Bradford 3.
If you want to get involved in ‘locality
planning’ or just have an idea you want to
share with someone, contact the Inspired
Neighbourhoods board at the Karmand
Centre, Barkerend Road, Bradford BD3 9EP
Tel: 01274 665598

Our People Profile
Jeanette
Sunderland
Favourite gadget
A Risograph ‘a high-speed digital printing
system capable of high volume copying, makes
printing available cost effective for community
groups and it is typically far less expensive per
page than a conventional photocopier, laser
printer, or inkjet printer.’

Favourite film
Sound of Music

T shirt slogan
“There is none of us as good as all of us”
(Sounds better with a Yorkshire accent.)

Nasim Qureshi
Favourite gadget
My PDA

Favourite film
The hunt for Red October

T shirt slogan
“One day my boat will come but knowing my
luck I’ll be at the airport!”
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Education

BD3 4ALL

Opportunities
4All !!

There’s going to be a lot going on
with the BD3 4ALL scheme in 2009!

A Question
Of Degree!
Are you currently at school, but
think studying at University is
a step too far, maybe you don’t
think you are clever enough?
Have you left school and regret not having
been to University? Do you wish you could get
back into further education, but don’t know how
to fit it round your lifestyle?
Well think again because the University of
Bradford’s School of Lifelong Education and
Development is embarking on an ambitious
scheme of community based teaching to be
launched soon here in Bradford 3 and they are
targeting people just like you.
Inspired Neighbourhoods popped along to
see Yasmin Hanif, the University of Bradford’s
Development Officer whose role is to increase
awareness of what the University has to offer and
improve access to learning at the University for
everyone. The University is working in a number
of ways. Firstly, Yasmin explained that they are
out in the community talking to school pupils,
raising their aspirations to go to University.
‘People think University is for ‘Einsteins’, but
we want to demonstrate that most young people
can and should want to come to their city’s
University.’ The University has been doing this
for a couple of years now.
Firstly the University is working with
all primary schools in the city. Under a long
established scheme called the ‘Children’s
University’ 8 – 13 year old children work on
‘out of school’ activities run by the University
to help raise their aspirations. For students aged
13 and upwards the ‘Junior University’ gives
valuable assistance. This provides additional help
and support for young people, enabling them to
visit the University campus and meet students
and tutors and even get help with exams and a
summer school of 3 to 5 days which provides
10

them with a taster of university life.
Yasmin explained, ‘The visits to University
are designed to give young people a real insight
into University life. One example of what we do
is a CSI day based on the television show Crime
Scene Investigator. The Science department put
together a crime scene and participants learn how
to take fingerprints and collect evidence, it’s really
exciting and people love it. They are learning
but still having fun. We use the resources we
have and try and attract young people, especially
those that don’t see themselves as academic, to
encourage young people to consider coming to
University when they leave school.
So what about Bradford 3? Yasmin explained
how the University now want to take their
outreach further and try to engage with adults in
all communities, offering them further education
opportunities, and because of the difficulties that
exist the University will soon be bringing their
services to the Bradford 3 area as part of their

community based teaching initiative.
Yasmin described the difficulties, ‘There are
barriers and challenges for people that get in the
way of further education, young mum’s have
childcare issues, other people have jobs or are
carers and getting into University and attending a
full time course with the best will in the world is
almost impossible for some people and that’s not
fair. Others may have struggled at school and feel
perhaps they are simply not academic enough.’
But Yasmin explained that the University in the
community offers a range of diverse courses that
enable people to pitch their learning at their level,
as well as adopting a more flexible approach for
potential students.
The University run a Bradford Foundation
Year programme. This is a 2 year pre degree study
programme that offers access to degrees, enabling
students to study at their own pace towards a
degree in such exciting topics as arts culture and
leisure, business and management, combined

Our People Profile: Yasmin Hanif
Favourite gadget
MP3 player

Favourite hero
Mohammed Ali – for staying true
to himself.

Favourite film
Usual Suspects, (1995) starring
Kevin Spacey and Stephen Baldwin

T shirt slogan
Part time learning for full
time opportunities.

studies, health social sciences and technology.
These programmes are run from community
centres and in full comprise of 6 modules of 12
weeks each over the 2 years. The programme is
a mix of lectures and assignments. Some of the
early topics include how to study and how to
research, helping students get off to a flying start.
Although a 2 year course it’s delivered in 12-week
bit sized chunks.
The University of Bradford hope to start
enrolling students in January 2009, but once
completed students can move onto a degree.
‘Some students simply do a number of modules,
each of 20 credits and later return to do the rest,’
said Yasmin.
There are costs involved. Any 20 credit
module can cost up to £240 for a UK or EU
student. However Yasmin was keen to explain
that the University are actively looking at ways of
reducing those costs for lower waged students.
A popular 20 credit module, part of the
Foundation Programme is the ‘Understanding
School’ module which Yasmin was keen to
describe. This is a course designed to explain all
about school and education to parents enabling
them to get a better understanding of what their
children are involved in and also helping parents
to participate more in their children’s education.
‘It’s proved very popular and everyone benefits
from people attending this module.’
Finally Yasmin explained what the University
want out of this. ‘In a few years time I would like
to see all this develop to a situation where lots of
students are studying degrees at the University
who are from some of our non-traditional
communities. They have done the Foundation
Programme and are now studying hard at the
University. People do have the ability, they just
don’t know it.’
For more info visit www.brad.ac.uk

Just ask Tazeem Sawaiz, Project
Manager, who’s putting together another
exciting timetable of activities!
Tazeem established BD3 4ALL
extended schools, back in 2004 and she’s
made great strides in that time with her
work touching the lives of a majority of
the children in the schools within the BD3
cluster as well as the local parents and the
wider community.
“I get a great deal of satisfaction out of
what I do and I feel as though I’m helping
to change lives for the better,” explained
Tazeem who is temporarily based at the
Karmand Community Centre. The project
will eventually be based in Delius Special
School that is being built in the Lapage and
Bradford Moor grounds.
“I’m lucky that I’ve got the influence
and responsibilities to progress projects.
“We are just about to launch study
support for approx 100 children within year
5 with the aim of improving their chances
in their year six SATS tests. The heads of
each school will identify those whose results
have been borderline and get them involved
with our study support,” she added.
The study support project has been
running for a number of years with selected
pupils undergoing a ten week course of
extra study. Pupils carry out two hours
of extra school work every weekend with
courses held in one or two of the primary
schools within the cluster.
Last year almost 150 pupils from years
two and six took part with a high number of
them achieving their targeted results.
It’s not just the pupils who benefit from
BD3 4ALL. The project is about to set up a
mobile crèche facility set to offer parents a
route back into employment and the chance
to gain valuable skills.
The Every Child Matters (ECM) green
paper identified the five outcomes that are
most important to children and young
people:
• Be healthy
• Stay safe
• Enjoy and achieve
• Make a positive contribution
• Achieve economic well-being
Under the outcome of achieving economic
well-being, we want to give the parents

an opportunity to gain employment,
experience and skills and to being good role
models.
“When we run our courses for adults
there were a high number of drop outs due
to the lack of available childcare so the
mobile crèche was a logical solution.
“Parents are trained up to work on a
paid basis within the crèches and this is
something we are planning to expand in
2009. We hope to offer these services to
all the schools within Bradford, thereby
creating further opportunities for our local
community.
“We will be working in partnership
with Early Years and Childcare Services to
ensure that we provide a quality service.
This iniative will also help to sustain the
BD3 4ALL project and provide valuable
income to establish even more activities for
the pupils.
“It’s a win win situation in that parents
can learn important skills within a friendly
environment whilst others can earn money
for taking care of the younger children,”
said Tazeem who is looking for upto sixteen
crèche workers in 2009.
“If you are a qualified level 1, 2 or
3 worker, please get in touch with our
offices and register your name on our list,”
exclaimed Tazeem.
The BD3 4ALL initiative is also looking
to source funding from the Learning &
Skills Council in order to provide a range
of workplace skills courses such as health &
safety and risk assessment as well as further
training opportunities in gaining higher
childcare qualifications.
Tazeem oversees a range of other
schemes such as courses during the school
holidays and weekend clubs as well as
adult training. BD3 United football team
is another initiative that was set up by the
project and that has already seen some
of its young talent heading off to sign for
Bradford City’s junior set up.
“I have a vision of creating local stars
who can act as role models for their local
community and so far we are well on our
way to achieving that objective,” exclaimed
Tazeem.
For more details contact BD3 4ALL on
01274 770211.
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Down Memory Lane
Violet’s Story
I was born in Italy in 1947 (where
my dad, one of the 8th army, met
and married my mum). But from
the age of 2 ½ was brought up in
Gladstone St, number 93. This was
in the middle section of the street,
not far from Norwood’s general
store and Scott’s sweety shop on the
corner of Harewood St.
The house was a through-terrace with an
outside toilet at the bottom of the back yard,
inside the midden. We had a coal fire in the
kitchen and front room which had to be lit every
morning with bits of wood and paper. Near the
back door of the house was the coal chute down
to the cellar for the coal. We kept a small light
burning in the toilet in winter to stop it freezing
over. The bedrooms had chamber pots to use at
night-time instead of going outside.
One of the outstanding things about
Gladstone St in those days was that it was a real
community. Everyone looked after each other.
So when my Mum had to go back to Italy to
look after my Grandad when he was ill, the
neighbours took it in turns to look after me and
feed me until dad got home from work.
When it was the coronation we all went
round to the Turton’s house as they were the
only ones who had a television. There was no fear
then of letting children out to play on their own,
or going for messages. I can remember walking
on my own to church at seven o’clock in the

Your View
Junaid Butt of
Workshop DIY
on Otley Road
“We are actually benefiting and doing very
well at the moment because people seem
to be turning to their local DIY retailers as
opposed to the big chains. I’m well aware that
many small businesses are struggling but I’d
urge them to not spread their feet too widely
and cut down on overheads if they are to get
through the tough times.”
12

morning in Lent, and meeting
blots of other people going to the
same place.
We had no phone and no car;
but one of the parishioners from
our church, who ran a shop on Leeds
Road, used to sometimes give us lifts
in his car. He and his wife were very
strict Catholics; and they wouldn’t allow
their children or friends to go out of the
house without sprinkling them first with
holy water. When the parish priest, Canon
Donkers, got a car, a blue Ford Consul, he used
to pile the children in and give them a lift home
from school. There were no restrictions then on
the number of passengers!
On Sundays, after church and dinner, we
used to go for walks up to Woodhall, or to
Bradford Moor Park or across the Myra Shay.
My dad for several years was a conductor on
the trolley buses; and when I went to my ballet
classes on Manningham Lane I used to take the
tram.
My Mum had some problems with English.
But she had a very good friend who tried to keep
her right. There were times when I was naughty,
and Mum used to shout out ‘Basta! Basta!
Mum’s friend took her to one side thinking she
was using a naughty word. Mum was baffled – in
Italian Basta means ‘Enough!’
Another of our neighbours was Harry
Corbett’s aunty. She took me to see his Sooty and
Sweep puppet show in the basement Toy Dept of
Brown and Muffs; and I got a free Sooty puppet.

Black and white photo
Violet as a little girl

Sameena (on the right)
with the winners

My aunty Tina used to mend nylon stockings at
her house on Gladstone St. People couldn’t afford
to buy new ones. She had a special tool to pick up
the stitches, and very good eyes.
I’ve continued to live very close to Bradford
3 since getting married. I still go to the same
church, and my children have all gone to the
school on Upper Nidd St, off Leeds road. The
area is very different now. The shops I knew have
gone. The old street gas lamps are no more. Even
the weather has changed. We used to get every
thick fogs, especially after bonfire night; and
the winter snows were much heavier. I can still
remember sliding down the street to go to school.
Not everything was sweetness and light. The
catholic and the protestant children didn’t get on
well together at all, and used to shout names at
each other. The churches are much more friendly
to each other today. If there’s one thing I hope
for the area it is that this peace and harmony is
shared by everyone.

We went out and about on the streets of BD3 to get the views of small business owners
on how the current economic conditions are affecting trade.

Salim Ahmed
of Jomuna
Food Store in
Barkerend
“Business is slow. Every day seems like a
Sunday at the moment and I’ve noticed that
other retailers are struggling far more than
ourselves. Being in the food retailing business
we have to be on the ball with regard to what
is and what isn’t selling.”

A winning recipe

Darrell Armitage,
landlord of the
Myrashay pub
“We are doing okay at the moment. Trade
doesn’t seem to have been affected by the
credit crunch and we are still pulling the
pints!”

A Bradford Moor woman has won a prestigious city
wide award for her idea to improve healthy eating.
Bradford and Airedale Teaching Primary Care Trust,
and the Think Business team at the University of
Bradford, started the awards to encourage grassroots
ideas to improve people’s fitness and health.
Sameena Bashir, who lives in the Bradford Moor area, was one of 7
winners in Bradford and Keighley recognized for her innovative idea to
improve diet through menu cards and advice to schools and parents.
In total the competition attracted over 70 entries and Sameena was one
of 7 entries selected for top awards.
Jan Smithies, community development manager at the PCT, said: “I’m
delighted with the response to the competition. It’s great to see people’s
interest and enthusiasm for improving health in their local communities.
“There has been a real mix of ideas from many different people – the
competition really seems to have stimulated people’s imagination. The
Bradford and Airedale district already has lots of innovative community
health projects. This proves people do care about their community and want
to help improve health at a grassroots level.”

photo courtesy of Telegraph and Argus

Visit www.bradfordairedale-pct.nhs.uk for more info.

Local kids turn to acting
Pupils from the Laisterdyke
Business and Enterprise College
were involved in an anti-knife
crime project this summer,
in a highly acclaimed project
linking the police, the Twisting
Yarn Theatre Company and
the city’s prestigious Alhambra
theatre.
The Alhambra Project, now in its
13th year, has seen over 23,000 Bradford
schoolchildren working with the theatre
group and the police to help learn about major
issues facing young people, and this year local
schoolchildren were at the forefront of learning
about this years hot topic, knife crime.
Police Constable Brian Feather, a Youth
and Schools Officer for Bradford South
Division said, “the children from Laisterdyke
were great, I really enjoyed working with them,
they quickly appreciated the seriousness of the
issue, but of course we all had fun too.”

Twisting Yarn Theatre Company have
guided the young people throughout the latest
five week project, developing theatre skills and
many other skills which should prove useful to
these students in future life.
The young people researched the subject of
knife crime via the internet, watching DVD’s
and talking with the Bradford South Police
School Liaison Officers and a senior detective.
The schoolchildren wrote and developed the
piece of theatre and then performed it in
September to peers within Bradford secondary
schools, parents, family and friends.
PC Ian Walmsley who also worked with
the young people on the project said, “These
pupils are great ambassadors for Bradford.
The time effort and commitment put into this
project has been exemplary and the public
of Bradford can be very proud that we have
young citizens of such character.
Lynne Harrison, Deputy Principle at
Laisterdyke College said, “We sent over 100
year 8 students to the event. By tackling the
issue of knife crime in such a creative and
engaging way, students were encouraged

to think more deeply about a community
problem that affects them all in one way or
another. We always welcome the opportunity
for students to get involved in events like this
and are grateful to all those involved.’
Superintendent Dickie Whitehead head
of police operations for Bradford South police
said, “The Alhambra Project is a fantastic
idea. Young people have a real part to play in
educating and influencing behaviour regarding
all aspects of social order, not least of which
such serious matters as knife crime. Knife
crime is both a National and Local concern
and I am delighted to see the schoolchildren
of Bradford doing their part to demonstrate
that our Communities will not tolerate the
destruction brought about by those involved
with knife crime.
As in previous years the project is being
sponsored by City Challenge and supported by
West Yorkshire Police, Bradford Theatres, First
Bradford and United Co-operatives.
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New
Science
Teaching
Packs for
UK Schools

All Square as Pupils
Take on Police!
Sixth form pupils from Carlton Bolling School decided to
challenge their local police to a football match in an effort
to break down barriers and get to know each other better.
For the record, the match played one
damp afternoon in November was a 2 – 2
draw but all agreed that everyone who took
part in the friendly match was a winner.
Police Community Support Officer Nick
Trowers who patrols Bradford Moor and
helped organise the police team said, “We
need to let them see police in a different light
and a friendlier environment,” he said. “This
will help us break down any old stereotypes

and ensure that we are approachable to all.”
The team a mixture of police officers and
police community support officers all played
in their own time.
A spokesperson for the school team said
“It was a good match and very competitive.
“It was good to spend time with our
local police doing something we all enjoy but
a shame we didn’t win!”

Every UK secondary school
will receive a teaching
pack that recognises the
contributions Muslims
have made to science and
technology.
The 1001 Inventions Teachers’
Pack contains teaching materials that
link historical Muslim scientific and
technological discoveries and principles
to the science taught to today’s 11-16 year
olds following the National Curriculum.
The Foundation for Science,
Technology and Civilisation (FSTC) has
developed the pack which is endorsed
by the Qualifications and Curriculum
Authority (QCA) and the Association for
Science in Education (ASE). The pack
has been validated in sample schools
by the Schools Development Support
Agency (SDSA).

Neighbourhood Forums
POLLARD PARK & OTLEY ROAD

Weds 21st Jan 09

7.00pm

St Augustine’s Church, Otley Road, BD3

BFD MOOR & THORNBURY WOMEN

Tues 27th Jan 09

1.00pm

Womanzone, 19-21 Hubert Street, BD3

THORNBURY

Weds 28th Jan 09

7.00pm

Thornbury Centre, Leeds Old Road, BD3

BARKEREND WOMEN

Weds 28th Jan 09

1.30pm

Karmand Community Centre, Barkerend Road, BD3

BRADFORD MOOR

Tues 3rd Feb 09

7.00pm

Barkerend Children’s Centre, 365 Barkerend Road, BD3

UNDERCLIFFE

Tues 10th Feb 09

7.00pm

St Andrews Church, Northcote Road, BD2

BARKEREND

Weds 25th Feb 09

7.00pm

Barkerend Primary School, Hendford Drive, BD3

Bradford North Area Co-Ordinator’s Office
2nd Floor, Jacobs Well, Bradford, BD1 5RW
Tel: 01274 431066 Fax: 01274 431567
bradfordnorthneighbourhoodforums@bradford.gov.uk

www.bradford.gov.uk/nss

